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1. Introduction
The so-called Schur–Weyl duality is a bicommutant theorem which classically holds between
GLd(C) and the symmetric group Sn . The ﬁrst group acts naturally on V = Cd and diagonally on V⊗n .
The symmetric group acts on V⊗n by permuting the tensors. The theorem says that the algebras of
these groups are the commutant of each other inside EndC(V⊗n) when d n. More precisely we have
canonical morphisms:
φ :C
[
GLd(C)
]→ EndC(V⊗n), ψ :C[Sn] → EndC(V⊗n)
such that
φ
(
C
[
GLd(C)
])= EndSn (V⊗n)
and
ψ
(
C[Sn]
)= EndGLd(C)(V⊗n).
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The case of a base ﬁeld of arbitrary characteristic has been studied by numerous autors [CL,Gr].
This theorem has many other versions, for aﬃne algebras and for quantum ones (see [J]).
The aim of this article is to establish geometrically a Schur–Weyl duality between some quotients
of a “half” of aﬃne q-Schur algebras (which are themselves quotients of the aﬃne quantum envelop-
ing algebra of GLd) and some quotients of a “half” of the aﬃne Hecke algebra Ĥn (of type A), when
d n.
The Schur–Weyl duality between aﬃne q-Schur algebras and aﬃne Hecke algebras is already
known for some time and can be expressed nicely by considering convolution algebras on some ﬂag
varieties (see [VV]). We are considering quotients of subalgebras which arise naturally in this geo-
metric interpretation: the ideals which we use to deﬁne our quotients are just the functions whose
support lies in some closed subvariety.
In fact some of the quotients of Hecke algebras deﬁned this way are particular cases of cyclotomic
Hecke algebras (where all parameters are equal to zero). One interesting outcome of our construction
is the existence of canonical bases for such algebras. These are simply deﬁned as the restriction of
certain simple perverse sheaves to the open subvarieties we are considering. The Schur–Weyl duality
also provides a strong link with aﬃne q-Schur algebras.
The article is organized as follows: the ﬁrst part is the geometric setting needed to have a Schur–
Weyl duality. The second part is the application of the ﬁrst part in type A for the ﬁnite and aﬃne
case. In the third part we show that the geometric Schur–Weyl duality remains when we restrict
ourselves to some subalgebras verifying some conditions. We apply this in the next part to the aﬃne
case by taking positive parts of our aﬃne algebras. These positive algebras have interesting two-sided
ideals coming from geometry, so the ﬁfth part is dedicated to quotients by such ideals, in particular
we establish the Schur–Weyl duality for our quotient algebras. The quotients are also identiﬁed. The
sixth part deals with the construction of canonical bases of our quotients, using their construction in
terms of intersection complexes.
The last part of the article is the study of the case d < n, where only one half of the bicommutant
holds. This answers a question of Green [G] in the aﬃne case.
2. Schur–Weyl duality in a general setting
Let G be a group acting on two sets X and Y . Let us assume that we have the following data:
• a decomposition Y =⊔i∈I Y i , where I is a ﬁnite set,• for each i ∈ I , a surjective G-equivariant map, φi : X → Yi , which has ﬁnite ﬁbers of constant
cardinal mi ,
• an element ω ∈ I for which the map φω is bijective.
We equip the products X × Y , X × X and Y × Y with the diagonal G-action.
Let A = CG(Y ×Y ) be the set of G-invariant functions which take non-zero values on a ﬁnite num-
ber of G-orbits, and deﬁne B = CG(X × X) in the same way. These are equipped with the convolution
product
f ∗ g(L, L′′) =
∑
L′
f (L, L′)g(L′, L′′).
The space C = CG(Y × X) is endowed with a natural action by convolution of A (resp. B) on the
left (resp. on the right).
Theorem 2.1 (Bicommutant Theorem). We have:
EndB(C) = A,
EndA(C) = B.
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From the decomposition Y =⊔i∈I Y i , we can split C as a direct sum of vector spaces:
C =
⊕
i∈I
CG(Yi × X)
and hence End(C) as:
End(C) =
⊕
i, j
Hom
(
CG(Yi × X),CG(Y j × X)
)
. (1)
The (i, j)-component P ′
(i, j) = P ′ of P with respect to (1) is the morphism deﬁned by P ′( f ) = 1OΔ( j) ∗
P (1OΔ(i) ∗ f ), where Δ(l) is the diagonal of Yl × Yl .
The G-equivariant surjective map φi : X → Yi gives rise to the G-equivariant maps:
Id × φi : Y j × X → Y j × Yi,
φi × Id : X × X → Yi × X .
From these surjective maps we canonically build the injections:
ψi :CG(Y j × Yi) ↪→ CG(Y j × X),
χ j :CG(Y j × X) ↪→ CG(X × X).
For every f in CG(Yi × X) we have:
P ′( f ) = P ′(m−1i 1Δ(Yi×X) ∗ χi( f ))=m−1i P ′(1Δ(Yi×X)) ∗ χi( f )
where P ′(1Δ(Yi×X)) ∈ CG(Y j × X).
We will now prove that P ′(1Δ(Yi×X)) belongs to the image of CG(Y j × Yi) under ψi .
By deﬁnition the image of ψi in CG(Y j × X) is the set of functions taking the same values on two
orbits of Y j × X which have the same image in Y j × Yi . We introduce:
Zi =
{
(L, L′) ∈ X × X, φi(L) = φi(L′)
}
.
Observe that P ′(1Δ(Yi×X))∗1Zi = P ′(1Δ(Yi×X) ∗1Zi ) =mi P ′(1Δ(Yi×X)). The following lemma implies
that P ′(1Δ(Yi×X)) belongs to Im(ψi).
Lemma 2.2.
Im(ψi) =
{
h ∈ CG(Y j × X), h ∗ 1Zi =mih
}
.
Proof. For the inclusion of the left-hand side in the right-hand side, we can write for h ∈ Im(ψi) and
(L, L′) ∈ Y j × X :
h ∗ 1Zi (L, L′) =
∑
L′′
h(L, L′′)1Zi (L′′, L′)
=
∑
φ (L′′)=φ (L′)
h(L, L′′) =mih(L, L′).i i
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Yi × X such that φ j(M) = φ j(N). Then we have 1Zi (L′,M) = 1Zi (L′,N) for every L′ in X . Then:
mih(L,M) = h ∗ 1Zi (L,M) =
∑
L′
h(L, L′)1Zi (L′,M)
=
∑
L′
h(L, L′)1Zi (L′,N) = h ∗ 1Zi (L,N) =mih(L,N)
and so h ∈ Im(ψi). 
Let g := ψ−1i (P ′(1Δ(Yi×X))) ∈ CG(Y j × Yi).
So we have for (L,M) ∈ Y j × X , g(L, φi(M)) = P ′(1Δ(Yi×X))(L,M). We can now prove that:
∀ f ∈ C(Yi × X), P ′( f ) = g ∗ f .
Indeed we have seen that P ′( f ) =m−1i P ′(1Δ(Yi×X)) ∗ χi( f ). But we have:
m−1i P
′(1Δ(Yi×X)) ∗ χ( f )(L,M) =m−1i
∑
N∈X
P ′(1Δ(Yi×X))(L,N)χi( f )(N,M)
=m−1i
∑
N∈X
g
(
L, φi(N)
)
f
(
φi(N),M
)
=
∑
N ′∈Yi
g(L,N ′) f (N ′,M)
= g ∗ f (L,M).
So we have the result for P ′ .
To have it for P , it suﬃces to sum on the orthogonal idempotents. For every (i, j) ∈ I2 we have
built g(i, j) ∈ CG(Y j × Yi) such that for every f in CG(Yi × X), P ′(i, j)( f ) = g(i, j) ∗ f . Let g =
∑
i, j g(i, j) .
Then for f =⊕i f i ∈ CG(Y × X) =⊕i CG(Yi × X), we have:
P ( f ) =
∑
i, j∈I
1OΔ( j) ∗ P (1OΔ(i) ∗ f ) =
∑
i, j∈I
P ′(i, j)( f i) =
∑
i, j∈I
g(i, j) ∗ f i = g ∗ f .
We now turn to the second assertion.
Take P ∈ EndA(C).
The projector on CG(Yi × X) parallel to the rest of the sum is the convolution on the left by the
function 1OΔi , where Δi is the diagonal of Yi × Yi . But P commutes with the action of A, so these
subspaces are stable.
The next lemma will allow us to focus on one such subspace.
Lemma 2.3. The A-module C is generated by CG(Yω × X).
Proof. It is suﬃcient to verify that for every f in CG(Yi × X), we have the following formula:
f = ψ−1ω ( f ) ∗ 1Δ(Yω×X)
where ψω is the isomorphism deduced from φω:
ψω :CG(Yi × Yω) → CG(Yi × X). 
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its restriction P ′ to CG(Yω × X). Then we can consider P ′ ∈ EndCG (Yω×Yω)(CG(Yω × X)).
But the canonical isomorphism φω : Yω → X allows us to identify B = CG(X × X) with CG(Yω × X)
and CG(Yω × Yω). This way we can see P ′ as an element of EndB(B) = B . 
3. Applications
3.1. The linear group
Let q be a power of a prime number p and Fq the ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements. We note G =
GLn(Fq). In the following everything takes place in a vector space V on Fq of dimension n. We ﬁx an
integer d n.
The complete ﬂag manifold X is:
X = {(Li)1in ∣∣ L1 ⊆ L2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ln = V , dim Li = i}.
The partial ﬂag manifold Y of length d is:
Y = {(Li)1id ∣∣ L1 ⊆ L2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ld ⊆ V }.
The group G acts canonically on the varieties X and Y .
A composition of n of length d is a sequence of integers d = (d1, . . . ,dd) which have a sum equal
to n. Let Λ(n,d) be the set of compositions of n of length d.
For each composition d of n we have a connected component Yd of Y deﬁned by Yd = {(L•) ∈ Y ,
∀i dim(Li+1/Li) = di} and the decomposition:
Y =
⊔
d∈Λ(n,d)
Yd.
Also we have a canonical surjective G-equivariant map φd : X → Yd .
As d  n, the element ω = (1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
,0, . . . ,0) belongs to Λ(n,d). The canonical morphism φω is
then an isomorphism.
The hypotheses are veriﬁed so we can apply the theorem in Section 1. In this case the algebras
constructed are well known:
Proposition 3.1. The convolution algebra CG(X × X) is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra Hn with parameter
q = v−2 .
Proposition 3.2. The convolution algebra CG(Y × Y ) is isomorphic to the q-Schur algebra Sq(n,d).
Thus we obtain the standard Schur–Weyl duality.
3.2. The aﬃne case
Let us write M for the set of Fqz-submodules of (Fq((z)))n which are free of rank n.
The complete aﬃne ﬂag variety X̂ is:
X̂ = {(Li)i∈Z ∈ MZ ∣∣ ∀i Li ⊆ Li+1, Li+n = z−1Li, dimFq Li/Li−1 = 1}.
The aﬃne partial ﬂag variety Ŷ of length d is:
Ŷ = {(Li)i∈Z ∈ MZ ∣∣ ∀i Li ⊆ Li+1, Li+d = z−1Li}.
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We still have a decomposition of Ŷ :
Ŷ =
⊔
d∈Λ(n,d)
Ŷd
where Ŷd is the subvariety of Y deﬁned by:
Ŷd =
{
(L•) ∈ Ŷ , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,d}dimFq (Li/Li−1) = di
}
.
For each element d ∈ Λ(n,d), we have a G-equivariant surjective map:
φd : X̂ → Ŷd
deﬁned by φd(L•)0 = L0 and φd(L•)i = L∑i
k=1 dk
for i ∈ {1, . . . ,d}.
We can identify these algebras as we did in the previous paragraph:
Proposition 3.3. (See [IM].) The algebra CG( X̂ × X̂) is isomorphic to the aﬃne Hecke algebra Ĥn with pa-
rameter q = v−2 .
Proposition 3.4. (See [VV].) The algebra CG(Ŷ × Ŷ ) is isomorphic to the aﬃne q-Schur algebra Ŝq(n,d).
4. Subalgebras deduced from subvarieties
We will now see that the bicommutant theorem remains true, under some additional hypothesis,
for a subspace of CG(Y × X) and subalgebras of CG(Y × Y ) and CG(X × X).
Let X, Y , Yi be as in Section 1.
Suppose we are given G-subvarieties Z ⊆ Y × X , X ⊆ X × X , Y ⊆ Y × Y satisfying the following
conditions:
• for every i, j ∈ I , when we write Zi = Z ∩ (Yi × X) and Yi, j = Y ∩ (Yi × Y j), then
(φi × IdX )(X ) = Zi
and
(φi × φ j)(X ) = Y(i, j),
• ΔX ⊆ X and CG(X ) is a subalgebra of CG(X × X).
From the above assumptions it follows that:
• CG(Z) is stable for the action of CG(X ) on CG(Y × X).
• CG(Y) is a subalgebra of CG(Y × Y ), and CG(Z) is stable for the action of CG(Y × X).
• The spaces CG(X ), CG(Y) and CG(Z) contain the characteristic functions of the diagonals
1OΔ(X×X) , 1OΔ(Yi×X) and 1OΔ(Yi×Y j ) (for every i, j in I).
• The subspace CG(Zω) generates CG(Z) as a CG(Y)-module.
• The diagonal function 1OΔ(Yi×X) generates CG(Zi) as a CG(X )-module.• We have isomorphisms deduced from ψ and χ :
CG(Y(ω,ω)) 
 CG(Zω) 
 CG(X ).
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EndCG (X )
(
CG(Z)
)= CG(Y),
EndCG (Y)
(
CG(Z)
)= CG(X ).
The proofs are the same as in the case of the whole space.
5. The positive part of the aﬃne Hecke algebra
We get back to the setting of Section 2.2. Thus X̂ and Ŷ are resp. the complete aﬃne ﬂag variety
and the partial aﬃne ﬂag variety. We recall that we take d  n, where n is the rank of the free
modules and d is the periodicity in the partial aﬃne ﬂag variety. Consider the subvarieties:
• X = ( X̂ × X̂)+ = {(L•, L′•) ∈ X̂ × X̂, L′0 ⊆ L0},
• Y = (Ŷ × Ŷ )+ = {(L•, L′•) ∈ Ŷ × Ŷ , L′0 ⊆ L0},
• Z = (Ŷ × X̂)+ = {(L•, L′•) ∈ Ŷ × X̂, L′0 ⊆ L0}
which give rise to the convolution algebras
• A+ = CG((Ŷ × Ŷ )+),
• B+ = CG(( X̂ × X̂)+).
The subspace
C+ = CG
(
(Ŷ × X̂)+)
is an (A+, B+)-bimodule. It is easy to check that the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 are veriﬁed, so that
the bicommutant theorem still holds:
Proposition 5.1.We have:
EndA+ (C+) = B+,
EndB+ (C+) = A+.
Proof. It is a direct application of Theorem 4.1. 
Our immediate aim is to identify precisely the algebra B+ . For this, we need to recall in more
details the structure of aﬃne Weyl group in type A.
5.1. The extended aﬃne Weyl group in type A
Let us ﬁrst recall ﬁrst the deﬁnition of the extended aﬃne Weyl group in the general case of a
connected reductive group G over C. We write T for a maximal torus of G , W0 = NG(T )/T is the
Weyl group of G . The group W0 acts on the character group X = Hom(T ,C∗), which allows us to
consider the semidirect product W = W0  X , which is called the extended aﬃne Weyl group of G .
The root system R of G generates a sublattice of X , noted Y . The semidirect product W ′ = W0  Y is
called the aﬃne Weyl group of G . It is a Coxeter group, unlike the extended aﬃne Weyl group. It is
also a normal subgroup of W .
There is an abelian subgroup Ω of W such that ω−1Sω = S for every ω ∈ Ω and W = Ω  W ′ .
In the case of G = GLn(C), the Weyl group W0 is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn . We write
S = {s1, . . . , sn−1} for its simple reﬂections. The group W ′ is still a Coxeter group, which is generated
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to Z, and is generated by an element ρ which veriﬁes ρ−1siρ = si+1 for every i = 1, . . . ,n− 1, where
we write sn for s0.
The group W ′ is then the group generated by the elements s0, . . . , sn−1, with the following rela-
tions:
(1) s2i = 1 for every i = 1, . . . ,n − 1,
(2) si si+1si = si+1si si+1 where the indices are taken modulo n.
We have W = Ω  W ′ , where the group Ω is isomorphic to Z, generated by an element ρ which
veriﬁes:
ρ−1siρ = si−1.
The character group of a torus of GLn(C) is naturally isomorphic to Zn . Thus we have W =SnZn ,
where the group Sn acts on Zn by permutation.
The group W =Sn  Zn can also be considered as a subgroup of the group of the automorphisms
of Z in the following way: to each (σ , (λi)) ∈Sn  Zn , we associate the element σ˜ ∈ Aut(Z) deﬁned
by:
σ˜ (i) = σ(r) + kn + λrn
where i = kn + r is the Euclidian division of i by n, taking the rest between 1 and n.
In fact if we write τ for the element of Aut(Z) deﬁned by:
τ : i → i + n
and set Autn(Z) = {σ ∈ Aut(Z), σ τ = τσ }. Then we obtain the following isomorphism:
Lemma 5.2. The previous map provides an isomorphism of groups:
Sn  Z
n 
 Autn(Z).
Under this isomorphism, the element si (0 i  n − 1) is mapped to s˜i deﬁned by:
{
s˜i( j) = j if j = i, i + 1 mod(n),
s˜i( j) = j + 1 if j = i mod(n),
s˜i( j) = j − 1 if j = i + 1 mod(n).
The element ρ is mapped to ρ˜ deﬁned by ρ˜(i) = i + 1.
The orbits of the action of G on X̂ × X̂ are parametrized by the elements of the extended aﬃne
Weyl group Ŝn . Then we can write Ow for an orbit, with w in Ŝn . This can be done explicitly in
the following way. A couple of ﬂags L• and L′• are in the orbit w if there is a base e1, . . . , en of the
Fq((z))-module Fq((z))n such that
Li =
∏
w( j)i
Fqe j and L
′
i =
∏
ji
Fqe j
where we deﬁne ei for all i ∈ Z by the condition ei+kn = z−kei for all k ∈ Z.
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v−2 = q and the isomorphism is given by:
φ : 1Ow → Tw
for every w ∈ Ŝn.
To identify the positive part of the aﬃne Hecke algebra, it is necessary to recall its different pre-
sentations.
5.2. The aﬃne Hecke algebra
Deﬁnition 1 (The aﬃne Hecke algebra Ĥn). The aﬃne Hecke algebra Ĥn is a C[v, v−1]-algebra which
may be deﬁned by generators and relations in either of the following ways:
1. The generators are the Tw , for w ∈ Ŝn =Sn  Zn . The relations are:
(1) Tw Tw ′ = Tww ′ if l(ww ′) = l(w) + l(w ′), where l(w) is the length of w ,
(2) (Tsi + 1)(Tsi − v−2) = 0 for si = (i, i + 1).
2. The generators are T±1i , i = 1 . . .n − 1 and X±1j , j = 1 . . .n. The relations are:
(1) Ti T j = T j Ti if |i − j| > 1,
(2) Ti Ti+1Ti = Ti+1Ti Ti+1,
(3) Ti T
−1
i = T−1i T i = 1,
(4) (Ti + 1)(Ti − v−2) = 0,
(5) Xi X
−1
i = X−1i Xi = 1,
(6) Xi T j = T j Xi if i = j, j + 1,
(7) Ti Xi Ti = v−2Xi+1,
(8) Xi X j = X j Xi .
The isomorphism ψ between these two presentations is uniquely deﬁned by the following condi-
tions:
ψ(Tsi ) = Ti,
ψ
(
T˜−1(λ1,...,λn)
)= Xλ11 · · · Xλnn
if λ is dominant, which means λ1  λ2  · · · λn , and if we write T˜ w = v−l(w)Tw .
One checks that:
Tρ → v1−n X−11 T1 · · · Tn−1.
The multiplication map deﬁnes an isomorphism of C-vector spaces
Ĥn 
 C[Sn] ⊗C C
[
v, v−1
][
X±11 , . . . , X
±1
n
]
.
5.3. The positive subalgebra
We are now ready to describe the convolution algebra B+ of G-invariant functions on the positive
part X of the product variety X̂ × X̂ .
Theorem 5.4. The algebra CG(X ) is isomorphic to the subalgebra Ĥ+n of Ĥn generated by Hn and the ele-
ments Xi . This means that as a vector space, we have:
CG(X ) 
 C[Sn] ⊗C C
[
v, v−1
][X1, . . . , Xn].
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The element X1 is in CG(X ) because, by the isomorphism ψ introduced Section 5.2, we have
X1 = v1−nTn−1 · · · T1T−1ρ . But the element T−1ρ is the characteristic function of an orbit in X . As X1
is in CG(X ), the relations (7) prove that the Xis are in CG(X ) as well.
We will now prove that the algebra CG(X ) is generated by the elements T−1ρ , T1, . . . , Tn−1. For
this purpose we ﬁrst get back to the groups.
Lemma 5.5. The subsemigroupSn  Zn− ofSn  Zn is generated by the elements ρ−1, s1, . . . , sn−1 .
Proof. First it is clear that the elements s1, . . . , sn−1 are in Sn  Zn− , because they are in Sn . The
element ρ−1 can be written in Sn  Zn as ((n · · ·21), (0, . . . ,0,−1)) (to see it, use the bijection
Sn  Z
n 
 Autn(Z)). This element belongs to Sn  Zn− .
We now prove that every element w of Sn  Zn− can be written as a product of elements among
ρ−1, s1, . . . , sn−1.
We deﬁne the degree of an element w = (σ , (λi)) ∈ Sn  Zn by d =∑ni=1 λi . Let us prove the
result by induction on the degree d of w ∈Sn  Zn− .
If d = 0, the result is true because w is an element in Sn .
For d < 0, let us consider w ′ = ρw . The degree of w ′ is d + 1, so we have the result by induction
if w ′ ∈Sn  Zn− . Only the case where w ′ /∈Sn  Zn− remains.
Under the isomorphism Sn  Zn 
 Autn(Z), the subset Sn  Zn− is mapped to {s˜ ∈ Autn(Z), ∀i =
1, . . . ,n, s˜(i) n}. The conditions w ∈Sn  Zn− and w ′ = ρw /∈Sn  Zn− give in Autn(Z): for every
i = 1, . . . ,n, w˜(i) n and ∃ j, 1 j  n, w˜ ′( j) = w˜( j)+1 n+1. For this j we have: w˜( j)+1 = n+1
hence w˜( j) = n, which is equivalent to σ( j) = n and λ j = 0.
Besides, we have d < 0, so there is a k such that λk < 0. We write t ∈Sn for the transposition (kj)
and we consider w ′′ = wt . Then w ′′ = (σ t, (λi)n1) and so for every i = 1, . . . ,n, w˜ ′′(i) < n. We just
saw that this is equivalent to ρw ′′ ∈Sn Zn− . So we can apply our induction to x = ρw ′′ , which is of
degree d + 1, to obtain that x is in the subsemigroup generated by ρ−1, s1, . . . , sn−1. As w = ρ−1xt ,
this is also true for w . 
To lift this result to the Hecke algebra, we need a little more: we have to prove that every element
of Sn  Zn− has a reduced decomposition as a product of s1, . . . , sn−1,ρ−1.
Lemma 5.6. Every element of Sn  Zn− has a reduced decomposition which involves only the elements
s1, . . . , sn−1,ρ−1 .
Proof. For w ∈Sn  Zn− , we write k for its length and d for its degree (d  0). We now proceed by
induction on k − d.
If k = 0, the element w is of length 0 so it is a power of ρ , which is negative because w ∈SnZn− .
We are done.
If d = 0, the element w is of degree 0 in Sn  Zn− so it is an element of Sn . Then we are done
because an element of Sn has a minimal decomposition which uses only s1, . . . , sn−1.
The last case is when d < 0 and k > 0. We know that w has a minimal decomposition of the form:
w = ρl si1 · · · sik
where 0 ir  n − 1.
We now split the proof in two cases:
If sik = s0, then we can apply the induction to wsik , which has the same degree as w and whose
length is l(w) − 1. We deduce from this a minimal writing of wsik which involves only the elements
s1, . . . , sn−1,ρ−1, then a minimal writing of w using only these elements, by multiplying by sik .
The remaining case is when sik = s0. In this case we have l(ws0) < l(w). We know at this point
by using the isomorphism Sn  Zn− 
 Autn(Z) (cf. [S, Cor. 4.2.3], or [G, Cor. 1.3.3]) that l(ws0) < l(w)
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We need to show that for every i such that 1 i  n, we have w˜ ′(i) n.
By deﬁnition w ′(i) = ws0(i + 1). So if 1  i  n − 2, we have that w˜ ′(i) = w˜(i + 1)  n because
w ∈Sn  Zn− . We have w˜ ′(n) = w˜(s0(n + 1)) = w˜(n) n too because w ∈Sn  Zn− . We can deduce
that w˜ ′(n−1) = w˜(n+1) = n+ w˜(1) < n+ w˜(0) = w˜(n) n, from which it follows that w ′ ∈Sn Zn− .
As w ′ has a length equal to k − 1 and degree d + 1 and is in the semigroup Sn  Zn− , we can
apply the induction hypothesis: w ′ has a minimal writing which involves only s1, . . . , sn−1,ρ−1. But
as w = w ′ρ−1s0 = w ′s1ρ−1, we have a minimal writing of w using the s1, . . . , sn−1,ρ−1. 
Observe that by construction, we have:
CG(X ) =
⊕
w∈SnZn−
C
[
v, v−1
]
1Ow =
⊕
w∈SnZn−
C
[
v, v−1
]
Tw .
By Lemma 5.6, any Tw may be written as a product of elements T−1ρ , T1, . . . , Tn−1. We easily check
that the algebra generated by these elements is precisely C[Sn] ⊗C C[v, v−1][X1, . . . , Xn]. 
6. Quotients
Now that we have at our disposal a bicommutant theorem for the positive parts of the Hecke
algebra and the Schur algebra, we can try to ﬁnd subvarieties whose corresponding subalgebras are
two-sided ideals of these algebras, which allows us to take quotients and hope to still have a bicom-
mutant theorem.
Let λ = (λi)ni=1 ∈ Nn be a dominant partition (i.e. λ1  · · · λn). For every (L•, L′•) ∈ X , as L′0 ⊆ L0
are two free Fqz-modules of rank n, the quotient L0/L′0 is a torsion Fqz-module of rank at most n.
We know that the isomorphism classes of torsion Fqz-modules of rank at most n are parametrized
by the dominant n-weights μ1, . . . ,μn , with μ1  · · ·μn .
We deﬁne:
Xλ =
{(
L•, L′•
) ∈ X , L0/L′0 of type μ ∣∣ ∀i = 1, . . . ,d, λi μi}.
Lemma 6.1. The set CG(Xλ) is a two-sided ideal of CG(X ).
Proof. We have to check that if f and g are in CG(X ) with f supported on Xλ , then f ∗ g and g ∗ f
are supported on Xλ .
But if (L•, L′•) ∈ X and (L′•, L′′•) ∈ Xλ , we have that L′′0 ⊆ L′0 ⊆ L0 and L′0/L′′0 is of type μ, with∀i = 1, . . . ,n, λi  μi . From the inclusion L′0/L′′0 ⊆ L0/L′′0 we deduce that L0/L′′0 is of type ν with
νi μi ∀i. So νi  λi and (L., L′′. ) belongs to Xλ . Finally f ∗ g is supported on Xλ .
If (L•, L′•) ∈ Xλ and (L′•, L′′•) ∈ X then we have L′′0 ⊆ L′0 ⊆ L0 and L0/L′0 is of type μ with μi  λi∀i = 1 · · ·n. As L0/L′0 is a quotient of L0/L′′0, the type ν of L0/L′′0 veriﬁes νi  μi . So νi  λi and
(L•, L′′•) ∈ Xλ , which gives that g ∗ f is supported on Xλ . 
We now deﬁne for i, j in I:
Zλ,i = (φi × Id)(Xλ) ⊆ Zi,
Yλ,i, j = (φi × φ j)(Xλ) ⊆ Yi, j,
Zλ =
⊔
i∈I
Zλ,i,
Yλ =
⊔
i, j∈I
Yλ,i, j .
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Lemma 6.2. The set CG(Yλ) is a two-sided ideal of CG(Y).
The actions of CG(Xλ) and CG(Yλ) map the space CG(Z) to CG(Zλ). Now write Aλ =
CG(Y)/CG(Yλ), Bλ = CG(X )/CG(Xλ) and Cλ = CG(Z)/CG(Zλ). The quotient space Cλ is then an
(Aλ, Bλ)-bimodule. We will write Ĥn,λ for Bλ in the next part.
We can now state:
Theorem 6.3 (Bicommutant of the quotient). We have
EndAλ (Cλ) = Bλ,
EndBλ (Cλ) = Aλ.
Proof. We prove the ﬁrst assertion.
Let P ∈ EndAλ (Cλ). As in Theorem 2.1, the fact that the endomorphism P commutes with the
action of Aλ implies that it commutes with the action of the projectors on Cλ,i where Cλ,i =
CG [Zi]/CG [Zλ,i], so the subspaces Cλ,i are stable by P .
We also know that as an Aλ-module, Cλ is generated by Cλ,ω . So we only have to study the
restriction of P to Cλ,ω , where P commutes with the action of Aλ,ω,ω .
But there are canonical isomorphisms Aλ,ω,ω 
 Cλ,ω 
 Bλ . Then we can consider that P belongs
to EndBλ (Bλ) which is equal to Bλ . This proves the result.
Now we prove the second point of the theorem.
Let P be in EndBλ (Cλ), and let Pi be its restriction to Cλ,i , so that Pi ∈ HomBλ (Cλ,i,Cλ).
The canonical morphisms given in Theorem 2.1 go through to the positive parts to give for every
i ∈ I an injection:
χi :C
+
i ↪→ B+
whose left inverse is given by the left multiplication by 1mi 1Δi , where Δi is the diagonal in (Ŷ i × X̂)+ .
We write α for the map from Cλ to C+ which associates to a function in Cλ its unique represen-
tative in CG(Z) whose restriction to Zλ is zero.
Now deﬁne P ′i ∈ HomB+ (C+,i,C+) by the formula:
P ′i( f ) = α
(
Pi
(
1
mi
1Δi
))
∗ χi( f ),
and P ′ =⊕i∈I P i .
We easily check that P ′ commutes with the action of Bλ and secondly that through the canonical
map EndB+ (C+) → EndBλ (Cλ) the morphism P ′ maps to P .
We have lifted P and got P ′ ∈ EndB+ (C+). The bicommutant theorem for the positive parts gives
us the fact that P ′ ∈ A+ , hence P ∈ Aλ as desired. We are done. 
We can now identify the two-sided ideal in question.
Proposition 6.4. The two-sided ideal CG(Xλ) is generated by the element Xλ′ =∏ni=1 Xλn−ii .
Proof. From the deﬁnition of CG(Xλ), it is obvious that as a vector space we can write:
CG(Xλ) =
⊕
σ∈Sn
dom(μ)λ
CT(σ ,−μ)
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compositions is given by λ  μ ⇔ ∀i = 1, . . . ,n, λi  μi . In particular the element ∏ni=1 Xλn−ii =
v−l(λ)T(Id,−λ′) belongs to CG(Xλ), and thus Ĥ+n Xλ
′Ĥ+n ⊆ CG(Xλ).
The inclusion of the right-hand side in the left-hand side is done.
For the other inclusion, prove ﬁrst:
Lemma 6.5. For every dominant composition ν the following holds:
HnT(Id,ν)Hn =
⊕
σ ,σ ′∈Sn
CT
(σ ,νσ
′
)
.
Proof. As the element T(Id,ν) belongs to the sum on the right-hand side and this space is stable by
the action of Hn on the right and on the left, the inclusion of the left-hand side in the right-hand
side is clear.
We show by induction on the length of σ ′ that every element in the right-hand side belong to
HnT(Id,ν)Hn .
For σ ′ = Id: as we have l(σ , ν) = l(σ ,0) + l(Id, ν) because ν is dominant, the equation
T(Id,ν).T(σ ,0) = T(σ ,ν) holds, which implies that T(σ ,ν) ∈ HnT(Id,ν)Hn .
For l(σ ′) > 0: we write σ ′ = ts, where s ∈ S and l(t) = l(σ ′) − 1. By induction we know that for
every u ∈Sn , we have T(u,νt ) ∈ HnT(Id,σ )Hn . The following holds:
T(u,νt ).T(s,0) =
{
T
(us,νσ ′ ) if (us, ν
σ ′ ) = l(u, νt) + 1,
(1− q)T(u,νt ) + qT(us,νσ ′ ) if l(us, νσ
′
) = l(u, νt) − 1.
As the left-hand side term and T(u,νt ) belong to HnT(Id,ν)Hn for every u ∈Sn , we have also T(σ ,νσ ′ ) ∈
HnT(Id,ν)Hn for every σ ∈Sn . 
To prove the proposition, we ﬁrst remark that we have the equality T(Id,−dom(μ)′) =
T(Id,−λ′).T(Id,−dom(μ)′+λ′) for each composition μ such that dom(μ)  λ, which implies that
T(Id,−dom(μ)′) ∈ CG(Xλ). By applying the lemma to −dom(μ)′ for each μ such that dom(μ)  λ
we obtain the inclusion:
CG(Xλ) ⊆
⊕
dom(μ)λ
Hn Xdom(μ)′Hn = Ĥ+n Xλ
′Ĥ+n
which gives the equality. 
So far we have deﬁned for each partition λ a closed subset Xλ and a two sided ideal Iλ = CG(Xλ)
generated by Xλ
′
. We can ask if every two sided ideal comes this way.
The ﬁrst remark to make is that we can associate to every ﬁnite set of partition λ = (λ(i))i the
closed subset
⋃
i Xλ(i) . The corresponding two-sided ideal is the sum Iλ =
∑
i Iλ(i) . It is easy to see
that the bicommutant theorem holds in this case too (the proofs are the same).
Theorem 6.6. Every G-stable closed subset F of X such that CG(F) is a two-sided ideal of CG(X ) is of the
form Xλ , for a ﬁnite set of partition λ = (λ(i))i .
Proof. As C-vector spaces, we have
CG(F) =
⊕
Ow⊆F
CTw . (2)
The next lemma is a reﬁnement of Lemma 6.5.
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HnTwHn =
⊕
σ ,σ ′∈Sn
CTσwσ ′ .
We use the lemma to rewrite the sum (2) as:
CG(F) =
∑
O(Id,λ)⊆F
HnT(Id,λ)Hn (3)
where the sum is over the dominant partitions λ. Indeed, every w ∈ Ŝn belongs to a class
Sn(Id, λ)Sn for a dominant λ.
We have the usual partial order on the partitions λ, and the set of minimal partitions (λ(i)) = λ is
ﬁnite. Using that CG(F) is in fact a (Ĥ+n , Ĥ+n )-bimodule, the equality (3) gives:
CG(F) =
∑
i
Ĥ+n T(Id,λ(i))Ĥ+n = CG(Xλ).
Then F = Xλ . 
Remark 6.8. There is an established Schur–Weyl duality between cyclotomic Hecke algebras and the
so-called cyclotomic q-Schur algebras (cf. [SS,A]), but only in the semisimple case. Our quotients are
cyclotomic Hecke algebras (with all parameters equal to zero) when we take the partition (d,0, . . . ,0)
and the semisimplicity is obviously not veriﬁed in this case.
7. Canonical basis of ̂Hn,λ
The geometric construction of our algebras allows us to construct canonical bases for them. Such
bases, which are also called Kazhdan–Lusztig bases for Hecke algebras, were introduced for quan-
tum enveloping algebras by Kashiwara and Lusztig (see [L1]). These bases have several important
properties, which include positivity of the structure constants and compatibility with bases of repre-
sentations (see [A2,LLT,VV]).
Write ζ : Ĥ+n → Ĥn,λ for the quotient map.
Let us call B the canonical basis of the aﬃne Hecke algebra Ĥn . This basis B = (bO) is deﬁned by
the formula:
bO =
∑
i,O′
v−i+dimO dimHiO′ (ICO)1O′
where HiO′ (ICO) is the ﬁber at any point in O′ of the cohomology sheaf of the intersection complex
of O.
As X is a closed subset of X̂ × X̂ , the subset B+ of B deﬁned by B+ = {b ∈ B,b ∈ CG(X )} is a
basis of CG(X ).
Theorem 7.1. The set of elements:
B ′ = {ζ(b), b ∈ B+ ∣∣ ζ(b) = 0}
form a basis of Ĥn,λ .
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Ker(ζ ) =
⊕
φ(b)=0
Cb.
As Ker(ζ ) is the set of functions supported on the closed subset Xλ , the elements bO , where O ⊆ Xλ
form a basis of Ker(ζ ). The theorem follows. 
8. The case d < n
The previous bicommutant theorems are true only in the case d n. In the case d < n, one half of
the result still holds.
Theorem 8.1. If d < n the map:
CG(X × X) → EndCG (Y×Y )
(
CG(Y × X)
)
is surjective, when X is the complete (resp. aﬃne) ﬂag variety and Y the (resp. aﬃne) ﬂag variety of length d.
Proof. Let d < n. We associate as before to each composition d of n of length d with a connected
component Yd of the aﬃne ﬂag variety of length d. To a composition of n of length d we associate
a subset of S = {0, . . . ,n − 1} of order at least n − d, in the way that the composition of n give the
sequence dimensions of successive factors in the ﬂag while the set I give which step in a complete
ﬂag are forgotten. We have a bijection between these subsets and isomorphism classes of connected
components in Y .
We then write Y I for a connected component in the corresponding class.
Let W be the extended aﬃne Weyl group of GLn . We recall that it is the semidirect product
W ′  Ω , where W ′ is the aﬃne Weyl group of GLn and Ω is isomorphic to Z, generated by ρ . The
group W ′ is a Coxeter group, which is equipped with the length function l. Each element w of W
can be uniquely written w ′ρz , where w ′ is an element of W ′ and z ∈ Z. We deﬁne the length l(w)
of w by l(w ′) and its height h(w) = |z|.
For each I ⊆ S there is a G-invariant surjective map:
φI : X Y I
and for each I ⊆ J there is also a surjective G-morphism:
φI, J : Y I  Y J .
From these we deduce the maps:
θI :CG(X × X) → CG(Y I × X),
θI, J :CG(Y I × X) → CG(Y J × X)
given by:
θI ( f )(L, L
′) =
∑
L′′∈φ−1(L)
f (L′′, L′) = 1Δ(Y I×X) ∗ f
I
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θI, J (g)(L, L
′) =
∑
L′′∈φ−1I, J (L)
gI (L
′′, L) = 1Δ(Y J×Y I ) ∗ gI .
They commute with the right action of CG(X × X) by convolution.
By summing over the I ⊆ S of order greater or equal to n − d, we deﬁne a map:
θ :CG(X × X) → CG(Y × X).
Lemma 8.2. The image of the map θ is the set:
{
f =
∑
|I|n−d
f I ∈ CG(Y × X)
∣∣∣ ∀I ⊆ J , f J = θI, J ( f I )}.
Proof. The inclusion of the image of θ in this set comes from the equality θI, J ◦ θI = θ J .
Let’s prove the other inclusion. We must ﬁnd, given a family of functions ( f I )|I|n−d verifying for
each I ⊆ J the equality θI, J ( f I ) = f J , a function f in CG(X × X) such that f I = θI ( f ) for each I .
In order to give a function in CG(X × X), we have to give a value for each orbit Ow , with w ∈ W .
By abuse of notation, we will denote that value by f (Ow). We proceed in two steps.
Consider the set M of all w ∈ W such that for each I of order at least n − d, the orbit Ow is not
open in the ﬁber (φI × Id)−1(OWI w), where OWI w is the image of Ow in Y I × X . It is equivalent to
say that for each I of order at least n − d (and strictly less than n), the element w is not of maximal
length in the class WIw (seen as a subset of W ), where WI is the Young subgroup of W generated
by the elements si with i ∈ I (it is a ﬁnite group because |I| < n).
The functions f I have a compact support, so we can choose k such that for each w ∈ W of length
or height greater or equal to k, f I vanishes on OWI w for every I .
Fix an integer l > k. For each element w of M of length less or equal to l we assign an arbitrary
value to f (Ow), and for the element of length or height greater or equal to l we set f (Ow) = 0.
Now we have to deﬁne f (Ow) for w ∈ W − M . By deﬁnition, for such an element w there exists
a set I for which the orbit Ow is dense in the ﬁber (φI × Id)−1(OWI w).
We know that w is of maximal length in WIw if and only if for each i ∈ I we have l(siw) <
l(w). We can deduce from this that there is a maximal set I(w) such that w is of maximal length
in WI(w)w .
Now we deﬁne f (Ow) for w ∈ W − M , proceeding by induction on the length of w . To that
purpose we use the following equation, where we write simply I for I(w):
mI (w) f (Ow) = f I (OWI w) −
∑
w ′∈WI w
w ′ =w
mI (w
′) f (Ow ′ )
where mI (w ′) = |{L′′• ∈ φ−1I (L•), (L′′•, L′•) ∈ Ow ′ }| for any L• ∈ Y I such that (L•, L′•) ∈ OWI w .
This determines the values f (Ow) because each element in the sum has a length strictly smaller
than l(w), so that f (Ow ′ ) is already deﬁned.
It remains to show that beyond a ﬁxed length or height the obtained values f (Ow) are zero (for
the function to be compactly supported), and that the function given by this method is a solution to
our problem.
We start with the ﬁrst point.
We prove ﬁrst that for each element w of length greater or equal to l + n(n−1)2 |I(w)|, f (Ow) is
zero.
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the element w is maximal in its class WIw , and f (Ow) is given by:
mI (w) f (Ow) = f I (OWI w) −
∑
w ′∈WI w
w ′ =w
mI (w
′) f (Ow ′ ).
In the sum the elements w ′ have a length greater or equal to l+ n(n−1)2 |I(w)|− n(n−1)2 . But as they
are not maximal in WIw , if they are in M they satisfy |I(w ′)| < |I(w)|. Then if w ′ is in M it has a
length greater or equal to l + n(n−1)2 |I(w ′)|, and if w ′ is not in M we have f (Ow ′ ) = 0. By induction
on |I(w ′)|, we easily see that each f (Ow ′ ) in the right sum is zero, and f I (OWI w) too, so f (Ow) is
zero. We also know that f (Ow) is zero for each element w of length greater or equal to l. Therefore
f is non-zero only on a ﬁnite set.
It remains to check that the function just built is a solution to our problem. We have to show that
for each I and for each w ∈ W , the following holds:
f I (OWI w) =
∑
w ′∈WI w
mI (w
′) f (Ow ′ ).
Obviously, it is suﬃcient to check this equation when w is of maximal length in its class WIw . If
I = I(w) =: J , then the equation is true by construction of f (Ow). If not we have I ⊆ J . We proceed
by induction: suppose that the equality is true for each x such that l(x) < l(w).
By construction of f (Ow) we have:
f J (OW J w) =
∑
w ′′∈W J w
m J (w
′′) f (Ow ′′ ).
If we decompose the sum along the elements of the class WI \ W J w we obtain:
f J (OW J w) =
∑
x∈WI\W J w
∑
z∈WI x
m J (z) f (Oz),
f J (OW J w) =
∑
x∈WI\W J w
x=WI w
∑
z∈WI x
m J (z) f (Oz) +
∑
y∈WI w
m J (y) f (Oy).
For w ′ ∈ W we deﬁne mI, J (WIw ′) = |{L′′• ∈ φ−1I, J (L•), (L′′•, L′•) ∈ OWI w ′ }| for any L• ∈ Y J such that
(L•, L′•) ∈ OW J w . From the identity φ J = φI, JφI we deduce m J (w ′) = mI, J (WIw ′)mI (w ′). So we can
write:
f J (OW J w) =
∑
x∈WI\W J w
x=WI w
mI, J (WIx)
∑
z∈WI x
m J (z) f (Oz) +mI, J (WIw)
∑
y∈WI w
mI (y) f (Oy)
(where WI \ W J w is seen as a subset of the quotient WI \ W ).
But each z ∈ WIx for x = WIw is of length less than l(w). Then we can use
∑
z∈W x
mI (z) f (Oz) = f I (OWIx).
I
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f J (OW J w) =
∑
x∈WI\W J w
x=WI w
mI, J (WIx) f I (OWI x) +
∑
y∈WI w
mI (y) f (Oy).
But from the equality f J = θI, J ( f I ) the following holds:
f J (OW J w) =
∑
x∈WI\W J w
x=WI w
mI, J (WIx) f I (OWI x) +mI, J (WIw) f I (OWI w).
We ﬁnally obtain:
f I (OWI w) =
∑
x∈WI w
mI (x) f (Ox). 
Let P be an element of EndCG (Y×Y )(CG(Y × X)). As P commutes with the action of the character-
istic functions of the diagonals of the components Y I × X , the subspaces CG(Y I × X) are stable for
the endomorphism P . So we can write P =⊕I P I , where P I ∈ EndCG (Y I×Y I )(Y I × X).
Write ψI :CG(Y I × Y I ) ↪→ CG(Y I × X) for the injection deduced from the surjection φI : X → Y I .
Write f I := P I (1Δ(Y I×X)). For each g ∈ CG(Y I × X) the following equalities hold:
P I (g) = P I
(
ψI (g) ∗ 1Δ(Y I×X)
)= ψI (g) ∗ P I (1Δ(Y I×X)) = ψI (g) ∗ f I .
The next step is to apply Lemma 8.2 to lift the f I s to some f ∈ CG(X × X).
For this we have to check that the functions f I = P I (1Δ(Y I×X)) satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma.
But for I ⊆ J , we have 1Δ(Y J×Y I ) ∗ 1Δ(Y I×X) = 1Δ(Y J×X) , thus f J = θI, J ( f I ).
We deduce that there exists f ∈ CG(X × X) such that for each I of order greater or equal to n− d
we have f I = θI ( f ). But by construction for g ∈ CG(Y I × X) the product ψI (g) ∗ f I is equal to g ∗ f .
We have shown that P (g) = g ∗ f , ∀g ∈ CG(Y × X). The theorem follows. 
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